
Physics for pre-IGCSE-Homework sheet "11"

Paper!: chose the best answer:

1. A student uses a stand and clamp to hold a flask of liquid. Which diagram shows the most stable arrangement?

A c D

2. A piece of card has its centre of mass at M. Which diagram shows how it hangs when suspended by a thread?

B

// : \-~
3. The diagram shows four models of buses placed on different ramps.

How many of these models will fall over?
~ B. 2' C. 3 D. 4
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4. A light aircraft stands at rest on the ground. It stands on three wheels, one at the iront and two further back. Which

point could be its centre of mass?

5. The diagram shows four objects standing on a flat surface. The centre of mass of each object is marked ~,,1.
Which object will fall over?

A B @> 0

J ~J Gl~11 :i? \ 1_-

Paper2:

A piece of stiff cardboard is stuck to a plank of wood by means of two sticky-tape "hinges". This is shown in Fig. 3.1.

stiff
cardboard--

sticky-tape "hinge"~ ...•.----

Fig.3.1

a. The cardboard is lifted as shown, using a force applied either at A or B or C.
i, On Fig. 3.1, draw the force in the position where its value will be as small as possible .

. .'tt_..-.u.l.-.-.
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ii. Explain why the position you have chosen in (a) (i) results in the smallest force.·················..···············..······Tf d1J.fun~ ~ g;.~ .
b. lnitially, the cardboard is flat on the plank of wood. A box of matches is placed on it. The cardboard is then slow ly

raised at the left hand edge, as shown in Fig. 3.2.

stiff
cardboord.---

"",,'~~''''''''9~'-·

sticky-tape "hinge",.-.-~ ..•..,....,.,.;..
"--r-=-""

. -~ /plankof

C===--:-~---=:::::::::::::::::::..L-=-__ .~ - ./--// wood

Fig. 3.2

State the condition for the box of matches to fall over.

.W.6..eJr.l ... (~d-.rni'f.?.thou1>.ik ..~ ....~ ...(~~~ ..fh~~.9h.Cjl..f.i;...<lUf.e;~ base

c. The box of matches is opened, as shown in Fig. 3.3. The procedure in (b) is repeated

i. Complete the sentence below, using either the
words "greater than" or "the same as" or "less
than".

In Fig. 3.3, the angle through which the cardboard
can be lifted before the box of matches falls is
le..5f ..... -ttU.l.(l .... the angle before the box of
matches falls in Fig. 3.2.

ii. Give a reason for your answer to (c)(i) .

. .C~:f:re...ff·mas.5. rJ...bD.~ .

.........~sd (!f:f: .

..........mc.o.kkt .ho~ fu.f. St-o.,b..~ . Fig. 3.3
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